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HUK�ILZ[V^LK�NPM[Z�VM�QL^LSY �̀�ZPSR��HUK�WVYJLSHPU�VU�[OL�UH[P]L�Y\SLY��;OLYLHM[LY��[YHKPUN�HJ[P]P[`�^HZ�JVUK\J[LK�¹���
Zheng He invited the rulers of the places he visited to send tributary trade missions to China to formalize a 
[YPI\[HY`�[YHKL�Z`Z[LT���;HU�;H�:LU�L_WSHPUZ�[OL�[YPI\[HY`�[YHKL�Z`Z[LT�PU�[OPZ�^H`!

The idea of tributary trade evolved from the social relationship between the ruler and 
[OL�Z\IQLJ[�� �;OL�LTWLYVY�HZ�H�Z\aLYHPU� MLS[� [OH[�HSS�\UKLY�/LH]LU�HYL� [OL� PTWLYPHS�
[LYYP[VYPLZ��HUK�¸HSS�Z\IQLJ[Z�VM�[OL�^VYSK�WH`�[YPI\[L�[V�[OL�LTWLYVY�¹�;O\Z��MVY�WYLZ[PNL�
reasons, the tributary transactions should be conducted in favour of the tributary 
states.  Generous gifts were given to vassal states.  During the early Ming period, 
[OL�JV\U[Y`�Z\ќLYLK�MYVT�H�KLÄJP[�HZ�P[�NH]L�H^H`�[VV�T\JO�[V�¸]HZZHS�Z[H[LZ�¹��;OL�
so-called vassal states were in name only.  Throughout the Ming Dynasty, it had not 
stationed any troops in the vassal states nor occupied territories.

The vassal states were obligated to pay tributes but nothing would happen to them 
PM� [OL`� MHPSLK�[V�ZLUK�[YPI\[HY`�TPZZPVUZ�� �;OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�ZLUKPUN�[YPI\[HY`�TPZZPVUZ�
MHY� L_JLLKLK� [OH[� VM� UV[� ZLUKPUN�� � )LZPKLZ� NL[[PUN� NPM[Z� VM� NVSK�� ZPS]LY� HUK� V[OLY�
valuables, they had the Ming Empire as patron to protect them.  Therefore, numerous 
native states, big or a small, came to pay tributes to the throne. So the Ming throne 
maintained peace with them and treated them well.  It opposed invasion.  This was 
in line with its economic policy based on an agricultural economy. Thus, under this 
WVSP[PJHS�Z`Z[LT��[OL�Z\aLYHPU�^HZ�VUS`�Z`TIVSPJ���([�[OL�TVZ[�P[�OHK�ZH[PZÄLK�[OL�LNV�
of the feudal emperor.  xxx.

From the standpoint of the trading customs of that time, the tribute was a tax imposed 
on those who wished to sell or buy merchandise in China.  This is similar to the 
import or export taxes imposed by countries today.   Certainly, the native rulers who 
ZLU[�[YPI\[LZ�[V�[OL�*OPULZL�,TWLYVY�KPK�UV[�[OPUR�VM�THRPUN�[OLTZLS]LZ�Z\IQLJ[Z�VY�
subordinates of the Emperor.  They apparently did not mind if the tributes also fed on 
the ego of the Chinese Emperors.  

26. Indeed, during his voyages, Admiral Zheng He never left a single soldier, ship, outpost or colony in any 
of the places he visited.   He had several of the legendary “treasure ships,” laden with precious gifts to give to 
the rulers of the states he visited.   At that time, the voyages were a remarkable and extravagant goodwill visit 
[V�WYVTV[L�[YHKL�^P[O�*OPUH�HUK�WYVQLJ[�[OL�4PUN�+`UHZ[`»Z�WV^LY����AOLUN�/L�UL]LY�JSHPTLK�MVY�*OPUH�HU`�
of the territories he visited, certainly not the seas and oceans he traversed.  After being gifted with precious 
QL^LSYPLZ�HUK�TLYJOHUKPZL��[OL�Y\SLYZ�VM�[OL�Z[H[LZ�OL�]PZP[LK�^LSJVTLK�AOLUN�/L�HUK�WSH`LK�HSVUN�^P[O�[OL�
extravaganza.  

���� ;OL� ZL]LU� ]V`HNLZ� VM� (KTPYHS� ALUN�/L�� \UKLY� ,TWLYVYZ� @VUNSL� HUK� ?\HUKL��^LYL� WYVQLJ[Z� VM� [OL�
,\U\JO�MHJ[PVU�PU�[OL�0TWLYPHS�*V\Y[���;OL�L_[YH]HNHUJL�VM�[OLZL�]V`HNLZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�V[OLY�WYVÅPNH[L�WYVQLJ[Z�
VM�[OL�@VUNSL�HUK�?\HUKL�,TWLYVYZ��SPRL�[OL�[YHUZMLY�VM�[OL�JHWP[HS�MYVT�5HUQPUN�[V�)LPQPUN��JV\WSLK�^P[O�UH[\YHS�
KPZHZ[LYZ��JH\ZLK�OHYKZOPW�VU�[OL�*OPULZL�WLVWSL�HUK�KYHPULK�[OL�PTWLYPHS�JVќLYZ���;OL�JVUZLY]H[P]L�*VUM\JPHU�
faction in the Imperial Court, arguing for frugality, gained the upper hand.  When the Eunuch faction suggested 
HUV[OLY�]V`HNL�PU�������[OL�4PUPZ[Y`�VM�>HY�JVUÄZJH[LK�HSS�AOLUN�/L»Z�YLJVYKZ�PU�[OL�HYJOP]LZ��IYHUKPUN�[OLT�
HZ�¸KLJLP[M\S�L_HNNLYH[PVUZ�VM�IPaHYYL�[OPUNZ�MHY�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�[LZ[PTVU`�VM�WLVWSL»Z�L`LZ�HUK�LHYZ�¹���)`�[OL�
end of the 15th century, China banned all oceangoing travels.  Ships with more than two masts could not be 
built. The death penalty was imposed on those who violated the ban.  In 1525 the imperial government ordered 
the destruction of all oceangoing ships.  This ban on oceangoing ships lasted until 1567.

28. Admiral Zheng He never visited the Philippines.  The stories that Zheng He visited the Philippines was 
a mistake, as pointed out by Prof. Hsu Yun-Ts’iao in his paper Did Admiral Zheng He Visit the Philippines? 
(Admiral Zheng He and Southeast Asia, edited by Leo Suryadinata, 2005).   Prof. Chiao-min Hsieh of the 
Catholic University of America had written that Zheng He visited the Philippines, thinking that the word “Chan 
Cheng” in accounts written by members of Zheng He’s expedition was an old Chinese name for the Philippines.  
The word “Chan Cheng” was actually the Ming Dynasty name for a Malay state in Indo-China.  

29. Admiral Zheng He’s voyages to Southeast Asia was a remarkable success, unlike the earlier disastrous 
]V`HNL�[OH[�TL[�[OL�MH[L�VM�[OL��� ��4VUNVS�*OPULZL�L_WLKP[PVU�[V�1H]H�ZLU[�I`�[OL�4VUNVS�,TWLYVY�2\ISHP�


